Information Resources Guide

Other Related Terms:

Board of Directors
Corporate Culture
Trust and Trustees
Industrial Management

A. BOOKS (Located at the General Collection Shelves near the Circulation Section)


40. Moon, Shawn D. and Sue Dathe-Douglass; foreword by Sean Covey. (2015). The ultimate competitive advantage: why your people make all the difference and the 6 practices you need to engage them. Dallas, TX: BenBella Books. HD 57.7 M638


97. Lewis, Alan. (2012). Leading through turbulence: how a values-based culture can build profits and make the world a better place. New York: McGraw-Hill. HF 5386 L57


B. NON-PRINT (CD’s, DVD’s, VHS) (Located at the Information Commons Section)

1. Shockley-Zalabak, Pamela. (2010). Building the high-trust organization:
strategies for supporting five key dimensions of trust. San Francisco: IABC/Jossey-Bass. 1 CD-ROM. HD 58.7 S55


C. ELECTRONIC BOOKS

1. Business and human rights in South East Asia: risk and the regulatory turn. 2015 - EBSCO HOST

2. Business relationship management and marketing: mastering business markets. 2015 - EBSCO HOST

3. Cultural impact on lean six sigma and corporate success: causal analyses considering the effects of national culture and leadership. 2015 - EBSCO HOST

4. Corporate communication: a marketing viewpoint. 2015 - EBSCO HOST

5. Enterprise content strategy. 2015 - EBSCO HOST

6. Industrial marketing research: management and technique. 2015 - EBSCO HOST

7. Corporate governance, capital markets, and capital budgeting: an integrated approach. 2014 - EBSCO HOST

8. Ethics, governance and corporate crime: challenges and consequences. 2014 - EBSCO HOST

9. Organizational ethics and stakeholder well-being in the business environment. 2014 - EBSCO HOST


D. E-JOURNALS at EBSCOHOST ONLINE DATABASE

1. **Asian Academy Of Management Journal**
   - Bibliographic Records: 07/01/2008 To Present
   - Full Text: 07/01/2008 To Present

2. **Corporate Governance: An International Review**
   - Bibliographic Records: 01/01/1997 To Present
   - Full Text: 01/01/1997 To Present (With A 12 Month Delay)
   *Full Text Delay Due To Publisher Restrictions(“Embargo”)*

3. **Eurasian Business Review**
   - Bibliographic Records: 03/01/2011 To Present
   - Full Text: 03/01/2011 To Present (With A 12 Month Delay)
   *Full Text Delay Due To Publisher Restrictions(“Embargo”)*

4. **Journal Of Business Systems, Governance & Ethics**
   - Bibliographic Records: 01/01/2010 To Present
   - Full Text: 01/01/2010 To Present

5. **Journal Of Management & Governance**
   - Bibliographic Records: 09/01/1997 To Present
   - Full Text: 09/01/1997 To Present (With A 12 Month Delay)
   *Full Text Delay Due To Publisher Restrictions(“Embargo”)*

6. **ICFAI Journal Of Corporate Governance**
   - Bibliographic Records: 10/01/2007 To Present
   - Full Text: 10/01/2007 To Present